Hockey Team MEETS TERRIERS TONIGHT

Engineers and Terriers Will Present Unchanged Lineup For Second Game

Eager to make up for their early season defeat at the hands of Boston University, the Technology hockey team will take the ice tonight. Both teams have improved considerably since their last meeting, but the Terriers still are rated as favorites. The Boston team now has one of the best teams in their history and should prove a difficult opponent to overcome.

Chippie da's in-town boys recently won Harvard's hearts over a 6-2 score and were clasped as heavy favorites to do the same thing against Dartmouth last Saturday, but poor weather conditions made the game impossible. If the team is forced to the sidelines, it bodes ill for their chances on Friday against the strong Williams aggregation.

B. U. Team Strong

Bill Stewart's lineup remains unchanged. Randall will start at center, Halvorson and Weisner who paired up well as well as the Mass. Logans will be on the forward line, while Chalmers and Brooks, another pair who starred in Saturday's contest will make up the secondary defense. Captain Johnny Delignano will guard the net.

Boston University roster contains the names of some of the walloping players in college hockey. Scott at mid-ice is a consistent source of ammunition. If he doesn't get the puck he gets his own pretty well. Lewis at left wing is another fine player. Gregoire, his teammate in the forward line is without a doubt the finest and cleverest man on the team. His ability to evihiate and his uncanny eye for the cage makes him dangerous at all times.

Engineer Soon Good

Captain Lag and Viano make up a very formidable defense, which however, has been placed beside the Engin- eers forwards. Little need be said about Don Martin, who guards the Terrier cage. He has already made a place for himself in the hearts of Boys- town's students. His enviable record intact, and the Terriers will try to keep their enviable record intact.

Amherst is Expected To Give Stiff Opposition

Much encouraged after the decisive victory over Boston University, the Cardinal and Grey swimming team is preparing to repeat their inaugural showing against Amherst next Saturday when the swimmers from the Pressman's Alma Mater meet the Engin- eers in the Cambridge Y. M. C. A. pool.

The Amherst men were to have opened their pool activities against Columbia last night and the result of that meet will give some idea of the ability of the Amherst swimmers. A strong aggregation usually represents little of the expurgated college and it is quite possible that this year will be different.

Last year's meet with the Purple resulted in a one-sided victory for them in the time of 44-16, but a different story is expected after the meet Saturday night.

FIRST MATCH LECTURE IS THIS AFTERNOON

Is First of A Series of Talks By Coach Albright

The afternoon Coach Albright, Technology's wrestling mentor, will give his first lecture in a series of general lectures and demonstrations on wrestling holds in the Hangar gym at 4 o'clock.

These lectures will be given every Wednesday night and should prove very valuable to those who wish to learn the art of wrestling. The method of instruction is an innovation and is designed to create interest in the sport and to open the study of wrestling to all.

Dr. Rockwell, President of the Ad- visory Council on Athletics, will be present at the first one-lecture tonight.

MERMAN TO MEET PURPLE SWIMMERS

Amherst Is Expected To Give Stiff Opposition

Amherst will attend the bouts and learn first hand the story was announced. The water was quite some time, the swimming story is quite some time, the swimming